The retinal output is the sole source of visual information for the brain. Studies in non-primate 26 mammals estimate that this information is carried by several dozens of retinal ganglion cell 27 types, each informing the brain about different aspects of a visual scene. Even though 28 morphological studies of primate retina suggest a similar diversity of ganglion cell types, 29 research has focused on the function of only a few cell types. In human retina, recordings 30 from individual cells are anecdotal. Here, we present the first systematic ex-vivo recording of 31 light responses from 342 ganglion cells in human retinas obtained from donors. We find a 32 great variety in the human retinal output in terms of preferences for positive or negative 33 contrast, spatio-temporal frequency encoding, contrast sensitivity, and speed tuning. Some 34 human ganglion cells showed similar response behavior as known cell types in other primates, 35 while we also recorded light responses that have not been described previously. This first 36 extensive description of the human retinal output should facilitate interpretation of primate 37 data and comparison to other mammalian species, and it lays the basis for the use of ex-vivo 38 human retina for in-vitro analysis of novel treatment approaches.
Introduction 7 followed well the complete contrast ramp, including the low-contrast phase of the stimulus 138 (column 3). 139 The cell A5 responded well to coarser drifting-gratings moving with 1-4 Hz (column 5). This 140 cell showed a transient response peak to a positive contrast step, while a negative contrast step 141 consistently caused a strong inhibition (column 1). While full-field drifting gratings elicited 142 strong firing rate modulations (column 6), this cell did not respond to local moving bars 143 (column 2). well to all moving bars up to speeds of 16 mm/s (column 2), cell B3 preferred slower speeds, 146 and the cells B2 and B4 did not respond at all to this more local stimulus. Stimulated with a 147 full-field drifting-grating (columns 5 and 6), B1-3 preferred higher temporal frequencies (4-8 148 Hz), and B4 responded best to 2 Hz stimulation. 149 The sustained cells B5 and B6 both preferred low temporal frequencies (1-2 Hz) when probed 150 with a drifting-grating stimulus (columns 5 and 6) or the chirp stimulus (column 4). The less 151 sustained cell B6 responded strongly to all moving bars, while the cell B5 did not respond to 152 this stimulus (column 2).
153
The OFF-cell B7 exhibited a rebound or delayed response to positive contrast after an initial 154 inhibition (column 1). The cell showed a preference for temporal frequencies around 4 Hz 155 (columns 5 and 6) and higher contrast stimuli (column 3), and it responded well to all speeds 156 of a moving bar (column 2). to temporal frequencies around 3 Hz when exposed to full-field stimulation (column 4), but 163 did respond neither to drifting-gratings (column 4) nor moving bars (column 2). 165 detection threshold 166 The responses to drifting or sign-inverting grating stimuli have often been used to 167 characterize, identify, and compare different retinal ganglion cell types. We therefore 168 explored the spatio-temporal stimulus space encoded by the human retina in more detail. The 169 heat-map in Figure 2A (replicated in Fig. 4A ) indicates that the mid-peripheral human retina 170 responds well to all presented temporal frequencies and shows a general preference for 171 coarser stimuli. To directly compare the human retina responses to published psychophysics 172 and non-human primate data, we computed the spatial response curve of the whole population 173 of recorded cells ( Fig. 4A top and 4B ). This was achieved by normalizing every cell's 174 responses to each spatial frequency presented at its optimal temporal frequency, and then 175 averaging these individual spatial response curves. In the same way, the temporal response 176 curve was calculated ( Fig. 4A left and 4C) . The average spatial response curve dropped below 177 10% of its maximum for stimuli of 1.55 cyc/° and finer ( Fig. 4A top) . This in-vitro spatial 178 threshold corresponds well to previously determined psychophysical detection thresholds in 179 the mid-peripheral visual field (4 cyc/° at 14° visual angle and 2 cyc/° at 30°) 36 . 180 Comparison to non-human primate data 181 Temporal and spatial frequency preferences have been used as the main parameter in several 182 studies on non-human primate retina to characterize and identify different ganglion cell types 183 22, 25, [37] [38] [39] [40] . In all non-human primate publications considered here for comparison with our 184 human ganglion cell data, response strength has been given either as absolute number of 185 spikes or as a normalized amplitude of the Fourier Transform of the cells' responses. We 186 extracted the response curves from these publications (midget ganglion cells 37 ; parasol 187 ganglion cells 39 , 41 ; blue-yellow ganglion cells 39 , 40 ; upsilon ganglion cells 22 ; melanopsin 188 9 ganglion cells 25 ) and overlaid them with the population tuning curves obtained from our 189 human ganglion cell data, as shown in Figure 4B and 4C. Both the average spatial response 190 curve ( Fig. 4B ) and the average temporal response curve ( Fig. 4C ) for the human retina lie 191 within the range of published data from different primate ganglion cell types.
164

Spatio-temporal properties of human ganglion cells correspond to psychophysical
192
The response properties of the example cells in Figure 3 suggest a great variety in the spatio-193 temporal preferences of the recorded human ganglion cells. We wondered whether we could 194 identify the most common primate ganglion cell types, parasol and midget cells, in our data 195 set. Proper classification of cell types would require morphological information and/or denser 196 electrophysiological recordings to reveal mosaic formation. We thus did not aim to classify 197 individual cells, but to identify groups of cells with similar response properties as known non-198 human primate cells. To group recorded cells from human retina, we directly compared 199 normalized spatial and temporal response curves of individual cells to the published response 200 curves obtained from macaque retina (see Method section for details).
201
Cells resembling midget and parasol cells: We did not detect any cell with a spatial response 202 curve resembling the midget cells shown in Fig. 4B , with diminishing responses to very 203 coarse drifting-grating stimuli. However, response curves of individual midget cells can vary 204 substantially for very coarse stimuli (see Diller et al. 2004 37 ) , and the spatial response curves 205 of parasol and midget cells are very similar for finer spatial frequencies > 0.27 cyc/°.
206
Furthermore, to our knowledge there is no published data comparable to ours on the temporal 207 response behavior of midget cells. Therefore, the first group ( Fig. 5A ) contains cells that 208 resemble both parasol and midget cells. All cells in this group have in common that they 209 respond very well to grating stimuli of 0.07-1.33 cyc/° spatial frequency. Only one of the cells 210 showed a very small detectable response to the finest grating of 2.66 cyc/°. This behavior is 211 comparable to data from non-human primate parasol and midget cells which respond only 212 weakly to such fine gratings. Similarly, the cells in this group follow the temporal response 213 behavior of parasol cells with clear responses to all temporal frequencies.
10
Cells with broad spatio-temporal response profiles: A second group of cells ( Fig. 5B) shows a 215 similar behavior as group 1. However, in contrast to the first group, these cells responded 216 strongly to the finest tested grating of 2.66 cyc/°. These cells thus show a very broad response 217 profile with activity for most spatio-temporal combinations. To our knowledge, none of the 218 published ganglion cells of non-human primates has a similar spatial response curve as these 219 cells of the human retina. Figure 5D . Many of these cells responded to a small subset of spatio-temporal 230 combinations. The diversity is exemplified by the five cells highlighted in color. The purple 231 cell has a similar spatial response curve as the group in Figure 5C , but does not respond to 232 very slow gratings. The turquoise, orange and yellow cells have different types of rather 233 narrow response spectra with the turquoise cell responding only to very slow stimuli, the 234 orange cell strongly preferring wide gratings and the yellow cell responding best to slow and 235 wide stimuli. Finally, the green cell has a very specific set of temporal and spatial frequency 236 combinations that it responds to.
237
Ex-vivo human retinas are healthy 238 One potential problem when working with human retinas is the unclear health status of the 239 donor tissue. We obtained retinas from donors between 42 and 89 years of age and with 240 different medical histories (Table 1 ). In addition to the variability introduced by the donors, 241 several circumstances can damage the tissue and prevent light responses: Depending on the 242 surgery conditions, the retina within the ligated eye bulb might have been exposed to longer 243 periods without oxygen and nutrients (ischemia). Furthermore, because of the growing tumor, 244 the retina might have been detached from the pigment epithelium prior to the surgery, which 245 is particularly harmful to photoreceptors. In this study, we thus excluded all retinas exposed to 246 ≥18 min of ischemia (control experiments with ischemic pig eyes have shown a strong 247 decrease in light responses for longer ischemia times; data not shown, see also 42 ). Further, we 248 recorded only from retinal pieces in the opposite hemisphere of the eye bulb containing the 249 tumor, and we included in the analysis only retinal pieces from which we could record light 250 responses from at least 10 cells. 251 We performed several tests to assess the health status of the donor tissue. One hallmark of 252 degenerating retina is tissue-wide oscillatory activity. Such oscillations have been observed in 253 mouse models for retinitis pigmentosa 43 and have a frequency of approximately 9 Hz. In 254 these retinas, each ganglion cell shows oscillatory activity which is synchronized across the 255 whole tissue. We did not observe such oscillations in any of the recorded human retinas. Overall response strength is another indication of tissue health. We compared the response 259 strength of the recorded cells in the human retina with published primate data, and computed 260 the firing rate in the same way as previous publications on macaque retina 44 . We then 261 extracted the peak firing rate for each cell to the full-field contrast steps ( Fig. 3, column 1 ).
262 Figure 6B shows the distribution of peak firing rates: many cells produced maximal responses 300 Hz 44 . The amplitude of the human response peaks reported here is hence in the same 266 range as found in macaque retina.
267
Peak firing rates were not only comparable to published monkey data but were also stable 268 throughout the experiments. Four retinal pieces were recorded for 2.5 hours and we computed 269 peak responses averaged across blocks of 5 full-field contrast steps across the whole 270 experiments. While some cells did not respond to this stimulus in the very beginning of the 271 experiment, their peak firing rates were stable once they started responding (Fig. 6C1 ). The with the variety of cell types predicted by morphological classification in primate retina 11, 19 .
284
Our extensive dataset of 324 light-responsive ganglion cells provides an overview of the 285 visual features routed by the human retina to the brain and suggests a similar richness of 286 information processing in the primate retina as found in other mammals where recent studies 287 estimate over 40 distinct retinal information streams 2,3 .
288
There are three main aspects that might have led to an over-estimation of the diversity in our 289 data set. First, most of our stimuli were full-field, and thus can reveal center-surround 290 13 interactions. These interactions can be very diverse across different cell types, such that full 291 field stimuli might help to distinguish cell responses that may otherwise be very similar 292 during local stimulation. The specific surround circuitry can depend strongly on the exact 293 stimulus conditions including stimulus size 45 and absolute light level [45] [46] [47] . This dependency 294 can contribute to an overestimation of the diversity of cell types. However, under our fixed 295 stimulus conditions, it is not very likely that our large stimuli caused much artificial response 296 variability. What is more, we might even have under-estimated the diversity in the responses 297 as we probably have not recorded from cells that only respond to local stimuli. On the other 298 hand, the diverse history of the donor tissue (age, health and genetic background of the donor, 299 see the third point below), may have consequences for the surround contribution, such that determined spatial resolution thresholds of human subjects measured at comparable 317 eccentricity. This, together with the absence of oscillations and the fact that we observed 318 responding ganglion cells distributed across many recording electrodes, suggests that we were 319 able to record physiologically relevant response properties in these donor human retinas.
320
Studies of primate retina often aim to characterize in detail a selected type of ganglion cell. In 321 the present study, we considered all cells with light responses, and did not select for specific 322 response features. This approach led to the characterization of response properties that have 323 not been reported previously. While in other, non-human primates, cells responding to both 324 positive and negative contrast (ON-OFF) have been readily described, the only other study 325 that tested for contrast step responses in human ganglion cells concluded that there were only 326 cells with ON-or OFF-type responses, but did not find any ON-OFF cells 28 . In our 327 recordings, we found that 19% of all cells that responded to full-field contrast steps exhibited 328 responses to both ON-and OFF-steps. Thus, while the presence of ON-OFF ganglion cells in 329 human retina may not be entirely surprising, our study provides the first direct evidence for 330 the existence of ON-OFF human retinal ganglion cells. In addition, while we recorded from 331 cells that resembled the spatio-temporal response properties of parasol, midget-, and small 332 bistratified cells ( Fig. 5A and C), many of our human retinal ganglion cells had spatio-333 temporal response profiles that clearly differed from previously described primate ganglion 334 cell types. For example, we recorded from broadly tuned cells that were activated strongly by 335 all tested spatial frequencies ranging from 0.07 to 2.66 cyc/° (Fig. 5B ). Such cells can inform 336 the brain about aspects of the visual input independently of the size of the stimulus. Finally, 337 the remaining cells showed a variety of specific temporal and spatial frequency tunings that 338 do not correspond to the major ganglion cell types described in the non-human primate retina 339 literature.
340
One of the best studied ganglion cells in non-primate mammalian retina are the direction-341 selective ganglion cells. It is unclear whether cells responding to a specific direction of 342 movement exist in the primate retina. So far, no physiological recordings of direction-343 selective cells have been published and we could not detect such direction-selective behavior 344 in our data set either (data not shown). Morphological studies identified potential candidates 345 for primate direction-selective neurons 48 . These cells have a large dendritic field and hence 346 they are much fewer in number than the smaller midget or parasol cells. Consequently, the 347 chances to record from such large cells in unbiased MEA experiments is small. Furthermore, 348 as shown in the present study as well as in previous measurements 49 , primate ganglion cells 349 respond to higher temporal frequencies than for instance mouse ganglion cells 50 . It is 350 therefore possible that our and other studies missed direction-selective cells in primate retinas 351 due to suboptimal stimulation paradigms. This should be taken into consideration for future 352 studies.
353
In this study we provide the first description of the retinal output in humans. We showed that 354 our data is consistent with measurements in other primates and that the diversity in the human 355 retinal output is much larger than suggested by previous physiological studies that focused on (Table 1) . 15 pieces from 10 retinas were used for experiments. All procedures 402 were reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee of the University Clinic Tübingen.
403
Experimental design 404 To maximize the amount of information gained from the rare experiments with fresh human Ringer solution (in mM: 115 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 15 D-Glucose, 1.3 420 NaH2PO4*H2O, 0.5 L-Glutamine, and 25 NaHCO3; ~285 mosm), both equilibrated with 421 carbogen (95% O2, 5% CO2). All experiments were conducted with the retinal pigment 422 epithelium removed.
423
Light stimulation 424 The stimulation intensity provided by our projectors spanned 3 log units of brightness 425 between a black ('0') and white ('255') stimulus. The projector output was linearized, so that 426 the grey ('128') background was midway between black and white, and the intensity step 427 between black and grey and between grey and white had equal amplitude. Recordings were 428 performed at photopic intensity levels (light intensity for day vision) with a mean illuminance 429 of 8·10 4 rod isomerizations per rod per second. In two retinal pieces, no clear responses could 430 be detected at this light level, and we used data obtained at a mean illuminance of 8·10 5 rod 431 isomerizations per rod per second for analysis. Note that recordings at photopic light levels do 432 not necessarily imply that the observed light responses were driven by cones alone, rods may 433 have contributed as well 61 . A broad set of light stimuli was used; each stimulus was repeated 434 several times during recording sessions of two to six hours. We calculated various parameters 435 from the ganglion cells' responses (see below). To convert stimulus sizes on the retina (in 436 µm) to the equivalent visual angles (in degree), we used the conversion factor 266 µm/° 62 . 437 We will discuss in this article six response parameters extracted from responses to the 438 following six stimuli (see also Fig. 1) :
439
Sinusoidal drifting-gratings: Drifting sinusoidal grating stimuli with 24 different 440 combinations of spatial periods and temporal frequencies (1, 2, 4, 8 Hz; 100, 200, 500, 1000, 441 2000, 4000 µm spatial period on the retina) were used for spatio-temporal analysis (Fig. 1A) .
442
The gratings were shown at full contrast ('0' to '255') and moved in one direction for 12 443 seconds.
19
Temporal and contrast chirp: Temporal tuning was also tested with a spatially homogeneous 445 chirp stimulus 2 , i.e. full-field frequency-modulated intensity change between black ('0) and 446 white ('255'), according to: intensity = 128 + 128 sin (π (t² + t/10)), with t given in seconds.
447
The temporal frequency increased from 0.5 to 8 Hz over a time course of approximately 8 448 seconds (Fig. 1B top) . In addition, a contrast ramp increasing from none to full contrast within 449 8 seconds was used to test for contrast sensitivity (Fig. 1B bottom) .
450
Single bars at various velocities: We used single bars moving with different speed to test for 451 speed preferences. A bar with 1000 µm extension in the movement direction (either black or 452 white) moved in front of a gray background in one direction (same direction as grating 453 stimulus) with different speeds (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 mm/s) with a gap of 3 seconds before the next 454 higher speed (Fig. 1C) .
455
Full-field contrast steps: Full-field contrast steps were applied for measurements of response 456 polarity and latency (Fig. 1D) calculate the firing rate, the spike train was convolved with a Gaussian and plotted against 470 time. The sigma of the Gaussian varied for different analysis purposes; the value applied in 471 each case is given in the description below. For the firing rates of the example cells in Figure   472 3, σ = 40 ms was used. Only cells for which spikes could be sorted confidently were used for 473 analysis (for consistency, the same person performed spike sorting for all experiments and 474 applied the identical quality judgement system). We applied cross-correlation analysis to 475 detect recordings from the same cell on different electrodes (e.g. from cell body and axon). In 476 this case, only one of the recorded units was used for the analysis. grating stimulus, we then calculated the mean of these binary spike rates and computed its 483 Fourier transform (FT). The FT peak at the stimulus frequency was then taken as the cell's 484 response strength. The Fourier transform was considered to have a peak (i.e., the cell was 485 considered to respond to the stimulus) if there was no higher peak at any other frequencies 486 (excluding multiples of the stimulus frequency).
487
Temporal tuning: Temporal tuning was tested with a chirp stimulus, i.e. frequency-modulated 488 sinusoidal full-field change of intensity. We calculated the FT of both, the stimulus and the 
494
Population data is presented in 2.6 Hz bins across all responding cells (Fig. 2C) . As a second 495 21 method, temporal tuning was also calculated from the FT amplitudes obtained from the 496 responses to drifting-grating stimuli.
497
Median speed preference: A black or white bar was moved across the retina in one direction 498 (same direction as drifting granting) with various speeds. The cumulative sum of peak 499 responses for each speed (firing rate calculated with σ = 40 ms) was computed. The speed 500 value for which 50% of the cumulative sum was reached was taken as the cells' median speed 501 preference. For each cell that responded to both, white and black bars, the higher preferred 502 speed was taken for the population plot in Figure 2D . contrast steps. Firing rates were calculated by convolving the spike rates with a Gaussian (σ = 507 40 ms). The cell was considered to show a response if the peak firing rate was bigger than 508 mean spontaneous activity + 2 standard deviations (measured before the first step in contrast).
509
Grouping of human ganglion cells: We aimed at identifying ganglion cells in our data set that 510 resembled known primate retinal ganglion cell types. The only consistent description of 511 response properties of non-human primate ganglion cells across different publications are 512 spatial and temporal tuning curves. We thus computed spatial and temporal response curves 513 based on the responses to the drifting sinusoidal grating stimuli: 514 Spatial response curve: For each cell, we summed the responses to each temporal frequency to 515 identify the optimal stimulation frequencies. We then considered only the responses to all 516 spatial frequencies tested at the optimal temporal frequency. The response strengths at that 517 temporal frequency (along the 6 spatial frequencies) were considered the spatial tuning curve 518 for the cell.
519
Temporal response curve: The temporal response curve was calculated in the same way as the 520 spatial response curve. For each cell, we summed the responses to each spatial frequency and 521 22 considered only the spatial frequency with the maximal summed response for further analysis.
522
The response strengths to the 4 temporal frequencies tested at this optimal spatial frequency 523 were considered the cell's temporal response curve.
524
For further analysis, we normalized each tuning curve, calling the maximal response 100%.
525
Note that the heatmaps in Figure 4 and 5 depict the mean of the individual cell's heatmaps, 526 whereas the spatial and temporal response curves were generated based on the optimal 527 temporal and spatial frequencies as described above. The mean response curves can hence not 528 be extracted directly from the mean heatmaps.
529
The following criteria were applied to identify groups of ganglion cells:
530
Parasol/midget ganglion cells: A cell was considered for this group of cells resembling 531 parasol/midget cells if it fulfilled the following criteria: (1) the response strength to gratings 532 with 200 µm spatial period was > 40%, while the response strength to 100 µm gratings was < 533 20%.
(2) The response to 1 and 2 Hz gratings was > 20%, and the responses to 4 and 8 Hz 534 gratings were > 30%. 535 Blue-yellow ganglion cells: A cell was considered resembling blue-yellow cells if it fulfilled 536 the following criteria: (1) the response to gratings with 100 and 200 µm spatial period was 537 < 20%.
(2) The response to 1 and 2 Hz gratings were > 20%, and the responses to 4 and 8 Hz 538 gratings were > 30%. Note that our stimulus set did not contain color stimuli.
539
Broadly responding cells: A cell was considered a broadly responding cell if it fulfilled the 540 following criteria: the responses for gratings with 100 and 200 µm spatial period were > 20%.
541
Stability of spontaneous activity and contrast step responses: Firing rates were calculated as 542 described by Uzzell & Chichilnisky 44 . Briefly, recorded spikes were binned in 0.1 ms bins 543 and smoothed with a Gaussian filter with a sigma of 2 ms. The firing rates for 5 consecutive 544 full-field contrast step stimuli were averaged and the peak response amplitude was extracted.
545
Similarly, the mean firing rate of the 1.7 seconds before the first step in contrast was used to 546 23 track spontaneous firing rates during the experiment. The firing rates of the example cell in 547 Figure 6C2 were calculated using σ = 60 ms. 
548
